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THE VEG HUT
Drythropple Cottage, Charlton Mires, NE66 2TJ
(500 yards from the A1)
Logs- Dumpy bag - free local delivery or collect your own bag.
Mobile log splitting service
Fresh Home Grown Veg, Free Range Eggs
Garden Machinery Service and Repairs
Phone Jimmy on 07834 409422 (or leave a message - 01665 579286)

Stephen Knowles
Heating & Plumbing Engineers
Installation, service, repairs to gas heating appliances.
Gas fitting & plumbing work also undertaken. Natural/LPG gas.
Stumblin’ Edge, Christon Bank
Telephone 01665 576855 Mobile 07866 013977
stevieknowles666@gmail.com Gas Safe Reg. No. 232536

T. DAWSON Ltd.
ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR
Domestic, Commercial & Industrial, PAT Testing
Inspection & Testing BS2391
Renewable energy
BS7671 – FREE ESTIMATES

Tel: 01670 761921 Mob: 07955 911720
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Editorial

Welcome to the 69th edition of the Whinstone Times.
With life slowly returning to some degree of normality it is good to see our
local pubs, cafes and restaurants re-opening, and of course the welcome
return of the fish and chip van on a Thursday night. The villages and
surrounding areas, especially the coast, are busier than ever which is good
for the local economy but not without its problems. William Sutherland’s
article on Page 11 explores the issues.
The picture on the cover of this edition is of Gate House Cottage which is
being renovated to become an affordable home; see the article on Page 8.
There are no Nature Notes in this edition but there are articles on
hedgehogs and avocets, one on the endangered list the other making a
comeback.
Like many local businesses the Whinstone Times has suffered a drop in
revenue as we had to cancel our annual plant sale and, for the last two
editions, we have not charged for advertisements. We chose this policy to
help to support our advertisers during the Covid-19 lockdown. So, we are
now looking for some ideas for fundraising events, if you have any
suggestions we would love to hear from you.
Earlier editions are available on the internet and can be found on our
community website, www.embleton-northumberland.co.uk/publish.html
The Whinstone Times welcomes both letters and articles from our readers
and any ideas you have for your local community magazine. Please send
articles, letters, advertising or any enquiries to the Editors at
whinstone.times@gmail.com or tel Jan Ainsley 01665 576019.
Please send any items for ‘What’s On’ to Shelagh Coxon, tel 01665 576791.
The deadline for material for the next edition is Monday 5th October.
The editors reserve the right to alter or reject material. The views
expressed are solely those of the contributors.

Whinstone Times Advertising Rates
The cost per issue is £15 for a quarter page, £30 for a half page and £50 for
a full page. A discount of 5% is applied for 3 editions and 10% for 6 editions.
If you would like to place an advert, please contact us at the email address
above.
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Parish Council Notes

June/July 2020

The PC continues to meet remotely via Zoom and any non-urgent matters
continue to be deferred until a later date.
The annual inspection of the playpark has been completed, which
highlighted some minor repairs are necessary to some of the equipment
and surfaces. Quotes for the work are being sought. A Covid-19 risk
assessment has been undertaken and the PC agreed to re-open the
playpark with the appropriate signage.
The revised traffic management plan for Embleton was discussed and a few
minor amendments have been sent to NCC including putting speed limit
signs on Sea Lane. The PC agreed to fund one of the flashing speed signs
for Christon Bank, with NCC and Wendy Pattison providing the other two.
Progress on the renovations of Cemetery House are on-going but are being
delayed by the effects of Covid-19. It is hoped that the house will be ready
in the Autumn (see separate article).
A review of available broadband speeds in the Parish has been completed
and it was agreed to ask NCC to write an article for the Whinstone Times.
A complaint from a parishioner has been received regarding noise and fly
tipping at the bottle bank. The PC agreed to write to NCC to ask for the
foliage surrounding the signs to be cut back and more frequent emptying
of all bins.
It was agreed to write to our MP, Anne Marie Trevelyan, to indicate the
PC’s support for the Local Electricity Bill.

Embleton Quarry

August 2020

In order to keep readers up to date with the work being done an update
will be written for each edition. Since the article in the last edition, quotes
for the fencing have been agreed and work is due to start very shortly so
that the Exmoor Ponies can be introduced in the Autumn. The Working
Group have managed to secure funding from the AONB towards the
purchase of tools and machinery needed to maintain the paths and other
designated areas. Two successful working parties have been held, which
concentrated on the removal of Ragwort prior to the ponies arriving.
Further working parties are planned, so if you would like to come and help
please email: embletonquarry@gmail.com or phone Chris German on
01665 571044.
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County Councillor Wendy Pattison’s report
E-mail: wendy.pattison@northumberland.gov.uk
Tel. 01665 579137 – 07979 067321 – 077799 83072
Facebook – Cllr Wendy Pattison
The stretches of pavement from Sunny Brae cottages to the
playpark in Embleton and at the west end of Christon Bank
will be resurfaced this year using monies from my members
allowance.
Council run libraries are beginning to open, please contact
Alnwick library on 01670 622156 for opening hours etc. All loans will be
automatically updated, and fines will not be charged for late returns after
the 23rd March.
All elections are currently suspended until May 2021 but when they
resume there will be elections for County and Parish Councilors and the
referendum on the Embleton Neighbourhood Plan. If you’re not currently
registered to vote and wish to be then visit www.gov.uk/register-to-vote
A further consultation on the Northumberland Local Plan is underway and
runs until 7th September 2020. To view the Plan please visit NCC’s website
at https://northumberland-consult.objective.co.uk/portal/planning/localplan/lpexam-consultation-july2020

AONB Management Plan
The new management plan for the Northumberland Coast AONB has been
adopted by NCC, covering the period 2020-2024. To view the plan please
visit www.northumberlandcoastaonb.org/management-plan/

Planning Applications
The Parish Council would like to make sure that all parishioners are
aware of current planning applications in the Parish so that they are able
to review and comment on them. For a list of current planning
applications please visit www.northumberlandparishes.uk/embleton OR the
Embleton Parish Council Facebook page
www.facebook.com/embletonparishcouncil/
These lists are updated weekly, and all planning applications are
discussed at the monthly Parish Council meetings.
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Creighton/Mandell Place Update

Mark Bridgeman

The development is nearly complete, and all the houses sold. The site
entrance off Station Road has been closed and will become another layby
and the final landscaping and repair works are being carried out. The last
major piece of work to complete, in the next few weeks, is the final road
surfacing on the development. The existing road in Creighton Place has
finally been adopted by the council and so there should be no more kerb
or surface repairs taking place.

Broadband Update

NCC

Faster speeds are available in and around the Embleton area via fibre
broadband. This means you can stream films, stay in touch with friends
and family and have the opportunities to work from home more easily. It
also means that everyone at home can do what they want online at the
same time without buffering.
To find out if fibre broadband is available to your property go to our
website: www.inorthumberland.org.uk and enter your postcode The
faster speeds do not happen automatically so you need to contact an
internet provider of your choice to upgrade. Some providers may not offer
fibre broadband so you may need to change provider.
If you have any problems upgrading or have questions about the
availability of fibre broadband to your property please contact us
at: info@inorthumberland.org.uk

Community Action Northumberland News
Green Homes Grant – This was introduced by the government in July 2020
to help low-income homeowners make their homes more energy efficient.
Eligible owners and landlords will be able to apply for vouchers to help pay
for environmentally friendly improvements such as insulation, heat pumps
and double glazing. For more information please contact
christinenicholls@ca-north.org.uk

Age UK Activity Packs
Age UK has produced activity packs to help older people stay active and
entertained. The packs include sudoku, mindful colouring, word searches,
quizzes, knitting patterns, home exercises, recipes and playing cards. If you
would like a pack please get in contact with Age UK at info@ageuknorthumberland.org.uk or 01670 784800.
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Spitalford Cemetery

Terry Howells

Embleton Joint Burial Committee is searching for relatives of those listed
below. The headstones commemorating these people are leaning
dangerously and could fall causing injury. Any relatives who wish to restore
these graves should come forward otherwise the headstones will have to
be laid flat for safety reasons. If you can help please contact the clerk by
email at ejbcepc@outlook.com or telephone 01665 571239.
Plot

Surname

BM 39

TAIT

AV 42

WELSH

AK 40

BELL

AH 41

CHAPMAN

BE 17
BE 42
BA 44
BH 24

LARSEN
GIBBS
ARCHBOLD
ROBSON

BH 25
BH 26

MASON
DODDS

Christian
Name
Jane Huggen
and Andrew
Tait
Robert
Fairbairn

Date of Last Comment
Internment
1963
Jane wife of
Andrew

John
&
Isabella
William W.
& Edith M.
Martinus
John & Alice
Adam
James
&
Margaret
William
William

1933

1936

Husband of
Isa Welsh
died 1963

1974/75
1917
1962
1941
1946
1920
1920

Ann Brooker, formerly of 1 West View, is sad to announce Mike’s
death. Best wishes , and happy memories, to our neighbours and
friends.
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Gate House Cottage

Terry Howells

Gate House Cottage, Spitalford (see the picture on front cover), situated on
the road from Embleton to Craster, is nearly ready for rental as an
affordable home. The house (formally known as Cemetery House) has been
in the ownership of Embleton Joint Burial Board (now Committee) since it
was built in 1883 to provide a home for the cemetery caretaker/sexton.
The Burial Committee consists of representatives from Embleton, Craster,
and Newton by the Sea Parish Councils.
ln 2015 it was decided that the house was no longer needed for its original
purpose and the house was put on the market for sale. Fortuitously, before
the house could be sold, the Burial Committee discovered that a new grant
was available from Northumberland County Council (NCC) to help convert
unused properties into affordable homes. The three Parish Councils,
working through the Committee, drew up a plan to fully renovate the
house utilising the NCC grant and a Public Works mortgage. ln this way the
house remained in the Parish Councils ownership but helped meet the local
need for affordable homes in the face of ever rising numbers of second and
holiday homes.
The £75,000 renovation is planned to be completed by the end of August
with the house then being available to rent through NCC’s Homefinder
scheme soon after. It has always been the intention of the Committee that
the house should go to a family from one of the three parishes, or with
some association with them. If you think that this two bedroomed
detached house might be right for you, or somebody you know, then it is
important that you register with the Homefinder scheme as soon as
possible otherwise you will not be eligible to apply for it.

News from Creighton Hall

Jean Lawrence

We have completed all the improvements to the Hall for which we were
awarded £21K by The National Lottery Community Fund. We are very
grateful to them for this money which has enabled us to provide improved
facilities of which we are very proud and hope we will be able to attract
many more new users when we open the Hall in September.
The gas cooker has been vented which was very costly at £6K but was
necessary to comply with today’s regulations. It has to be seen to be
believed! The cooker has been overhauled and will be much easier to use.
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We have a new industrial dishwasher in place now so Shelagh Coxon will
be holding instruction classes so everybody can work both appliances.
The main roof has undergone an overhaul and a new roof now replaces the
polycarbonate covering at the back of the Hall with skylights to the kitchen
and storeroom. Bryan Crisp Specialist Roofers have done a very efficient
job. The corridors, porch and kitchen have been decorated by Ray & Joe
Sleightholm and Adam Clarke carried out the electrical and building work
necessary to put the venting in place for the cooker.
We look forward to opening again as we didn’t really get the chance to
experience all our lovely new chairs before lockdown which were funded
by Community Chest administered by Northumberland County Council as
well as the new LED lighting to the Hall - provided by Adam Clarke and
funded by Northumberland Estates Community Fund.
It has taken a year to get the money for all these improvements, but we go
forward into the future with a lovely hall to offer the Community.
At present there is no re-opening date for the hall, the situation is being
kept under constant review.

Creighton Hall 100 Club Winners – August
Alan Wilson

No 2

Rob Young

Exotic Waders at Low Newton

No 4

Gary Woodburn

The Avocet is the emblem of the RSPB and it represents a true conservation
success story. Once a rare breeding bird in the UK it is now expanding its
range thanks to wetland habitat creation and protection by various
conservation organisations.
This elegant wading bird is very distinctive with its pied plumage, long legs
and a long fine black bill that is upturned towards the tip. The Avocet is
traditionally associated with East Anglia where much work has been done
to create suitable breeding habitats (mainly on large wetland nature
reserves). It has always been a rare breeding bird in the UK but just recently
the Avocet population has seen an expansion northward and like other
southern species that are colonising northwards this is thought to be linked
to climate change.
20 years ago, seeing an Avocet in North East England was a rare event,
however, in 2011 Avocets bred for the first time in Northumberland at
Cresswell Pond. Since then they have established a small breeding
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population in the south of Northumberland where a handful of pairs
appear most years.
This year Avocets took another step northward, they arrived at Low
Newton and nested for the first time locally. 6 adults arrived on the muddy
edged scrape in early March, 4 birds
departed around a week later but
the remaining 2 (a pair) settled to
breed. Remarkably they had a full
clutch of 4 eggs, all of which
hatched, and all chicks were
successfully raised to the point of
fledging. The adults and 4 chicks
were seen flying together in late
June and by the second week of July they had all departed.
The Low Newton Avocets were the first to be recorded breeding in North
Northumberland. They would have been the most northerly pair in the UK,
but that title was stolen by a surprise pair that turned up in Scotland this
year, again demonstrating a northwards population shift.
The success of the Low Newton Avocets could be due to a number of
things, perhaps the lockdown and much reduced disturbance along the
coastal footpath played a part. One thing is for sure, the parents certainly
did their bit, while they are an elegant looking bird, they are also very
aggressive ! Once nesting had started the Avocets wouldn’t let any other
birds come close, they protected their patch fiercely and clobbered any
visiting bird that dared to land nearby. Their aggression also worked well
against potential predators, Grey Herons, Kestrels, Crows and any other
birds posing a threat were all attacked and seen off quickly.
The Avocets developed a good local following during their stay, many
people took time to go and watch them and keep an eye on their progress.
I think it is fair to say once the chicks had hatched and were running around
everyone was rooting for them to do well !
Now they have departed (most winter in southern coastal areas) everyone
is asking if they might return next year. Who knows, but if they continue
with their northbound colonisation then there is a fair chance, we might
see more of the Avocets locally.
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Tourism – The Good, The Bad and The Ugly
William Sutherland
We need to talk about tourism! Nowhere is this truer than in Embleton
where the beaches and scenery top the list of Northumberland’s (or even
the UK's) greatest tourist attractions. How many photos have we seen of
the iconic basalt cliffs of Dunstanburgh Castle above the sweeping curve of
Embleton's beach and golf course? Perhaps a good number of us would say
“too many”!
Why do we need to talk about this? Well, unfortunately, tourism has many
of the characteristics of Jekyll and Hyde. The good side is found in the jobs
and money which tourism can bring. The bad side comes from litter, overcrowding, parking problems, dune erosion and downright bloody-minded
behaviour. We can only keep a good balance between these extremes if
we take the trouble and find the imagination to ensure good management.
As numbers continue to increase with overseas holidays becoming less
attractive, this imperative will become even more significant. Are we doing
well? That is what we need to talk about.
There are four policy areas where effective thought and action are now
urgently needed:
 the best ways to provide information and guidance for visitors.
 the development of new activities which bring jobs from “Value
added Tourism”.
 the vital need to plan and control car parking.
 the provision of toilets and sanitary facilities for all our visitors.
Are any of these key policy areas addressed in the Embleton
Neighbourhood Plan or by the County Council? Sadly, I would have to say
an emphatic “NO”.
Information and Guidance – We cannot expect our city dwelling visitors to
understand and respect the fragile wildlife, flora and fauna and rights of
other recreational users unless we provide them with proper information
and guidance. If necessary, this will include patrolling by wardens (as
envisaged by the County's Coastal Mitigation Service). There are public
footpaths which should be used for safety and protection of the dunes.
There are bylaws which prohibit the use of bikes, camping and the lighting
of fires or BBQs.
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As owners of the most important coastline areas the National Trust need
to be persuaded to honour their vital responsibilities in this role and use
the resources provided to them specifically for this purpose by the
Sutherland family who gifted the land to them in 1961.
“Value added Tourism” - How can we best “harvest” the huge stream of
visitors to create jobs in ways which enhance the attraction of our coast
without detracting from its natural beauty? Yes, visitors rent cottages, stay
in hotels, and buy food and drink. We need to be imaginative now to
encourage new activities and new shops. This is the essence of appropriate
“value added tourism”.
Car Parking – The proper management of car parking is the extra-ordinary
“elephant in the room” as far as Embleton and Dunstan Steads are
concerned. Everyone who lives here, or visits is aware of the daily summer
chaos and congestion. In truth we are so familiar with all this we do not
give a second thought to the critically important role the limitation of car
numbers has played in preserving the unique beauty of Embleton beaches.
At Low Newton there are 2 car parks away from the beach and yellow lines
stop “wild” car parking. Perhaps the time has now come to face up to this
issue with cool heads for Sea Lane and the road end at Dunstan Steads? A
sensible decision on this will be the critical policy issue for the future
management of our tourism and the protection of our dunes.
Public Toilets – It is crazy and unfair for the County Council, the AONB and
Northumberland Tourism to go on advertising our beaches without
ensuring there is proper provision of public toilets. It is the County Council
which makes significant income from the public car parks – surely, they
could use some of this to help out. Poor old Embleton relies on generosity
of the parish room and the golf clubhouse At Low Newton the public toilets,
shared with the pub, can hardly manage.
THE BACKGROUND
Northumberland is a unique county in England; not just because of its
wonderful scenery but, above all, because it is largely unspoilt and has by
far the lowest population density of any English county. Our big open
spaces, both moorland and coast, attract discerning (and often wealthy)
visitors. These beautiful spaces are our biggest asset, but they are
vulnerable and can be easily compromised by over-crowding. Yes – even
our own Area for Outstanding Beauty now recognises that there is a time
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when tourism numbers need to be kept down so that over-crowding does
not destroy the very places people have come to enjoy.
To put things in perspective, over 10 million people visit Northumberland
for tourism each year. With the continued advertising these numbers are
steadily increasing at around 6% each year. These visitors spend more than
£1 billion – one third from day visitors, two thirds from overnight stays.
What we don't know, of course, is how much of this money stays in our
county and how much is simply syphoned off by individuals who live
elsewhere but own one or more holiday cottages. As local people know all
too well, the extreme profitability and tax exemptions which go with the
holiday cottage business have driven up the price of local properties to
crazy levels. Northumberland itself has a resident population of just over
300,000 – a relatively small number which is dwarfed by our huge influx of
visitors.
Our village at Embleton is at the sharp end of all this. In many ways we are
very dependent on agencies outside our control. Embleton, through its
Parish Council and County Councillor, can only influence these matters
indirectly. But this does not mean we should not have a clear voice and
opinion about things we do and don't want. Quite the contrary, unless we
have this clear voice, we are likely to find ourselves purely passive receivers
of policies and actions handed down from elsewhere. I think it is time for
Embleton, Craster and Newton to set up their own “Tourist Authority”
through the Parish Councils including representatives from business as well
as someone from the County Council.

Falloden House Open Gardens

Lucia Bridgeman

The Fallodon Hall gardens were open in late June, as usual, but with various
COVID restrictions (no teas and timed entrances.) However, they managed
to raise over £2000 for the National Garden Scheme, which supports
various national nursing charities, as well as contributions to the Embleton
Church and Embleton School.

Embleton Bottle Bank
May we remind all residents that only glass and clothing (put in the special
container) are to be left at the bottle bank. If you leave anything else, you
are fly tipping and if caught you could face a fine of up to £50,000 and/or
six months in prison.
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Silent Swifts

Anon

The following poem flows from an observation of unusually (so I thought)
silent swifts over Embleton, conflated with the Japanese theme park plea
to “scream inside your heart”. The picture is my friend’s visual
interpretation of the poem. It is a composite image and some of the birds
in the picture are Swifts that I photographed over Embleton. The image
depicts stillness - as stillness before a storm. Stillness in the sea. Silence in
the birds. The clouds symbolise hope.

Another curtain hangs Eastward
ragged from Northumberland’s sky,
like grey gossamer,
sweeping across the North Sea’s
slate face.
Westward, above the empty school,
sickles reap the air, soaring
scythe blades, honed, thrilling
slicing, twisting,
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a streamlined tangle
never knotted or tied but uncharacteristically
silent
a troupe of aerial Marceau mimes.
Long ago, when the world
seemed in less of a rush,
they festooned the sky
scimitars screaming
over a nurturing village Nook,
by the old coal drops permeating my young mind,
before a monotonous hissing squeal
flooded my sense.
Does my hearing further fade,
stealing this piercing treasure?
But then I heard
for a single split-second,
shrill cries, though like monks
transgressing a vow,
quickly clamped shut
silent.
Could it be
that those sharp denizens of clouded domain
dare not split
Embleton’s sense of stillness?
Or maybe in the swift collective
there’s a sense
that something’s amiss. Muted,
they are like
rollercoaster souls screaming
only inside their hearts.
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Espadrille Ahoy!

Sarah Coxon

Have you ever been down on Embleton Bay, gazing out to sea, and then
had to do a double take because you think you can see a giant white
espadrille out there on the horizon, heading south? Well, it happened to
me a couple of weeks ago and, as I was with an independent witness (ok,
my next-door neighbour), I knew I wasn’t seeing things.
Intrigued, I did a bit of research when back at home and discovered that it
was actually a couple of madmen rowing around mainland Britain. And not
only that, they’d vowed to do the
whole thing without touching land and
without any support. Duncan Roy, a
former Royal Engineer and two-time
record holder in ocean racing and Gus
Barton, a former professional rugby
player should both have been rowing
2,300 miles across the Pacific.
However, the race had to be cancelled
when the pandemic stopped air travel.
After 12 months of hard preparation for that prestigious event, these two
endurance athletes couldn’t bear just to hang up their oars so decided to
row round Britain instead, raising money for Sport in Mind and NHS
Charities Together.
The more I read, the crazier the whole thing sounded. It turns out that this
‘Sceptred Isle’ is a particularly horrible landmass to circumnavigate. It’s
2,000 miles of challenging coastal tide systems, mixed with incredibly
variable weather conditions and includes such extra delights as the odd
whirlpool and the busiest shipping lane in the world (the Strait of Dover).
Not content with this level of technical difficulty, being just two rowers
instead of the more usual four ratchets up the level of challenge a notch or
two. It means that Roy and Barton needed to row 18 hours of every day, at
1200 strokes per hour, using at least 6,000 calories per day, each.
What struck me as even more bizarre was that the two guys I saw out there
rowing towards Dunstanburgh Castle are not the first people to do this sort
of thing. This level of lunacy was first demonstrated by a team of four in
2005. Another crew of four ‘The Islanders’, then set a new record of getting
round Britain in 26 days. For a crew of just two like I saw out on the North
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Sea, the record was set by Tarr and McKinley in 2013 when racing against
five other crews. They completed the challenge in 41 days, 4 hours and 38
minutes. This was the record the floating espadrille was attempting to
beat. Plus, having set off from Margate on 14th June, Barton had to be back
at home on Saturday 1st August to be best man for his brother’s wedding.
No pressure then...
The annoying thing about all this is that I cannot find out exactly what’s
happened to our intrepid adventurers. Did Barton make it up the aisle in
time? Their website (rowingroy.com) is static and there’s nothing recent
on social media, so all I know (thanks to a small article in the Times) is that
bad weather scuppered their chances of beating the standing record and
the gallant pair called it a day after over 6weeks at sea, having rowed 1,500
miles.
Have stranger things ever happened at sea?

Farming News April 2020

Lucia Bridgeman

As I write this, we are just waiting a couple more days before we start
cutting the fields of spelt between
Embleton and Christon Bank, which
will start our 2020 harvest. We need to
wait until the moisture level falls
between 15% and 18%. Spelt, an
ancient grain, is being grown under
contract for Craggs and Co of Teesside,
a flour mill. They are the country’s
leading producer of ancient grain
products, supplying 100% British grain
to food producers across the UK and Europe. We are increasing the amount
of spelt we grow because it works well in an organic system, with less
demand on nutrients in the ground and it grows tall helping to smother out
weeds. The Romans would have grown spelt, an original form of wheat. It
has become increasingly popular as a result of its high level of protein and
fibre, and low gluten content.
We sowed a lot of clover in April and have had to wait patiently due to the
lack of rain from March to June. We were worried, but it is now appearing
very late – as ever in farming you can never be sure of the resilience of your
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crops. The spring crops, particularly the beans, look to be very
disappointing in yield this year.
A lot of time at the moment, with so many cattle out, is taken up with fence
repairs and water issues. Cattle escaping, if a gate is accidentally left open,
can cause real damage. You can always ring up the relevant farmer if you
see livestock in a place you don’t think they should be - such as the front
garden of our holiday house two weeks ago, where 70 young cattle had
found their way!

Our Hedgehogs are Missing

Sarah Coxon

We all know that the Dodo is long extinct, and we don’t expect to see a
wild Lynx whilst out on a walk around Christon Bank but, did you know that
the humble hedgehog is now at risk of joining these two and becoming
extinct?
Britain’s first official list of the native mammals considered to be “at
imminent risk of extinction” has just been published. A quarter of Britain’s
native mammals are on the list, including Mrs Tiggywinkle. The British List
uses the same rules applied by the International Union for the
Conservation of Nature (IUCN) for the worldwide Red List we’re more
familiar with. It’s the list that first made us aware of the wobbly status of
high-profile animals such as tigers and elephants.

+

+

= at risk of extinction!

I came across a hedgehog in my garden just a couple of days after the new
list was published. It was the first time I’d seen one on my patch and it’s
easy to think that they must be ok if we still see them around BUT numbers
have dropped by 50% since 2000, and especially in rural areas.
This devastating drop in numbers of this iconic British animal is linked to a
wide range of factors including:
 More intense farming methods such as the destruction of
hedgerows to create larger fields and the use of chemicals which
might reduce the availability of insects and bugs they live on
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An increase in badgers which are the only animals that can unroll
and kill hedgehogs. Badger numbers have increased by more than
85% since the mid-1980s.
 An increase in roads and traffic leading to more hedgehogs being
run over. Roads also act as barriers to the movement of hedgehogs,
isolating populations and making them more vulnerable.
 Climate change affects their seasonal behaviour patterns meaning
hedgehogs might come out of hibernation early when there is little
or no food available. Flooding also poses a risk to hedgehogs as they
breed and hibernate in nests on the ground.
We can help our little prickly neighbours by putting out wet pet food in a
shallow bowl (meat only, they can’t eat
fish). Forget the old wives tales of
putting out milk and bread for them,
they can’t digest milk!
Making a small hole or two in your
garden fence helps hedgehogs move
around from garden to garden to access
more food. And having a bowl of water
in the garden helps a range of creatures,
including Mrs Tiggywinkle.
You can also help by creating a hedgehog
hotel in your garden. Just keep one small
area a bit wild and undisturbed and
hedgehogs might move in to nest.
And of course, remember if you build a
bonfire to always check before lighting it that a family of hedgehogs hasn’t
moved in.
QUIZ: (answers on page 21)
1. What is a baby hedgehog called?
2. Which animal can eat hedgehogs?
3. Do hedgehogs come out in the day?
4. How many spikes do they have?
5. How many species of hedgehog are there in the UK?
6. Are they sociable animals?
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Embleton School - raring to go

Sir Alan Craft

Our lovely school is ready to reopen after the summer
holidays and we expect to see all of the children back in
picking up where they left off before the Covid lockdown.
You will remember that OFSTED visited us just before the
pandemic hit and rated us good overall and OUTSTANDING for early years.
This is a testament to the teachers who have worked so hard over the last
three years since the school was threatened with closure. They have been
well supported by the parents and the community and the rise in the school
population from 17 to 47 is evidence of the faith that you all have in us. I
have little doubt that when OFSTED come again, they will find us to be
overall OUTSTANDING. On behalf of the Governors we look forward to
welcoming staff and pupils back in September.

Update on Village Hall Re-openings
Creighton Hall – see separate article.
Craster Village Hall is re-opening at the end of August with an AGM on
August 22nd. On 3rd September at 7.15pm Craster W.I. will meet when
Susan Dawson will show some amazing photographs. There will not be a
pooled supper or competition but feel free to bring your own mug for a
long-awaited cuppa with friends.
For all information please phone Marion Gallon 01665 576305.
Rennington Village Hall is set to reopen in September, though not all
groups can return at this stage. For all information about the hall please
contact Laurence Dent 07866695850.

Creighton Hall user groups contact details:
Carpet bowls

Tues/Thurs: Bill MacDonald 01665 600830

Line Dancing
Flower Club

Wednesdays: Elizabeth Henderson 01665 576154
2nd Monday of the month: Shelagh Coxon 01665 576791

Snooker Club
Pilates
Badminton

Dougie Hogg 01665 575221
Tuesday mornings: Traci Robertson 07415254647
3 Mondays per month: Bobby Greenley 07834262911
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Hedgehog Quiz Answers
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

A hoglet
Badgers can unroll hedgehogs and eat them
Hedgehogs are nocturnal creatures
They can have from 5,000 to 7,000 spikes on their backs
There is only one species of hedgehog in the UK, the European
hedgehog
6. They are solitary creatures who only meet up to mate ( once or
twice a year)
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A comprehensive solution to the care of your holiday-let.
We take the strain and give you peace of mind.
To see our range of services go to:
www.secondhomefromhome.co.uk
Get in touch on info@secondhomefromhome.co.uk
or phone 01665 571 275
Jane and Jude would love to hear from you!

Margaret & Michael would like to welcome you to

The Blink Bonny At Christon Bank, Alnwick
Tel:01665 576595
(dog friendly)

Check out our monthly fun quiz - £1 entry per person.

All proceeds go to Charity
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PARAISO HAIR AND BEAUTY
North Farm – Embleton
Get in touch to enjoy our unisex salon and beauty room with
breath taking sea views. Open to the public with plenty of on-site
parking.
Call: Kirsty, for Beauty
07792292645

Alison, for hair
07802426808

Or visit our Facebook page:
Paraiso Hair and Beauty at North Farm Cottages
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THE GREYS INN
Embleton
At the heart of the community
Lunchtime, evening and special menus. Decking and Sun Terrace
Selection of pub meals every day
Takeaways (including real ale from the pump) available. Pizzas a favourite.

Live sport on TV
Quiz nights last Friday of every month
Fine ales, good homely food & a warm, friendly atmosphere.
The Good Beer Guide 2020.
Open Daily

01665 576983 for dining room bookings
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